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Language Treatment
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and Language Planning
in Canada

This summer, during the Linguistic Institute at
the University of Hawaii, it has been amply demon-
strated that language planning is rapidly becoming
a discipline and that the need for such is keenly felt.
The response to the courses organized by Joan
Rubin and sponsored by the East-West Culture

Learning Institute has been most gratifying. We can

truly say that 'the world has come to Hawaii." Over
40 countries have sent visiting scholars, language
planning agency directors and staff, and students to

exchange information and consider theoretical and

methodological alternatives. Most people are com-

plaining of 'information overload,' there are so many

important courses to attend, so much to read and so

many people to discuss problems and ideas with.

For many language planners who have been work-

ing largely in isolation, it has been a real 'eye-
opener' to learn that scholars and practitioners are

grappling with many of the same problems and that

the work that they are doing is not esoteric but

rather of vital importance to the development and

progress of their nation.

In addition to courses on language planning
theory, implementation, sociolinguistics for lan-

guage planners, the role of ethnicity in language
planning and policy, sociolinguistic methodology,
there areworkshops on language planning for mass

media; terminology; and lexicography. Two lecture
series have also attracted widespread interest. The

lecture series papers will be compiled in avolumeto

be edited by Dr. Rubin.

Having discovered so many common interests,

there has been considerable discussion about how

to keep in touch (in addition to through the Newslet-

ter) and how to continue the fruitful exhange of
information. As of this writing (July 23), no solution

had yet been fixed but it is assumed that some ad-

ministrative routines will be developed to meet this

felt need. Surely having discovered a new world, the

process of continuing the exchange wilD not go un-

resolved.

Grant D. McConneI*

Present day sociolinguistic theory in its concern
for language problems as such, hypothesizes agen-
eral treatment pattern (or patterns) based on a
model (or models), within which onefinds an overall

plan (or plans) for treating the problem (or prob-
lems) involved. As well as postulating levels of
treatment as being 1) rational (or otherwise), 2)
theoretical (or ad hoc), 3) in depth (or otherwise) and

arriving at an overall evaluation based on rigour we

are led finally to two basic types of treatment

(Neustupn' 1974), which are neither entirely exclu-
sive nor entirely interlocking, but which represent,
each in its own way, a particular approach to lan-

guage problems. These have been called the 1)

policy and 2) cultivation approach and imply a sys-
tem or a model of language treatment within which
some kind of language planning and language prob-
lem solving can be undertaken. The characteristics

of each of these approaches have been given in

detail elsewhere: the former deals with a) selection

of national language, b) standardization, c) literacy,

d) orthography, e) intra-polity rank order of code
varieties (stratification) and is said to be a macro

approach; the latter deals with a) correctness, b)
efficiency, c) specialized functions, d) style, e)
communicative capacity and is said to be a micro

approach. Although it is admitted that there is occa-

sional overlapping of the two approaches (Canada,

Belgium) when polities are involved, they are largely

kept apart and the processes and descriptors them-

selves which constitute the structure of the model,

are generally thoughtnot to be iterative, rather each
is postulated as a one-time-thing scaled along a time

line from the most basic (or rudimentary) to themost

refined (or specialized), hence, the identification of

the policy approach with less developed (or under-

developed) countries and the cultivation approach
with developed or modern industrialized societies.

(Continued on Page 3)

*The author is co-director of Sociolinguistic publication at the
Centre International de Recherche sur le Bilinguisme (C/RB),
Québec City.
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NOW AVAILABLE - Buro van Babel by Kobie

Kruger, Tafelberg Publishers (P.O. Box 879, Cape
Town 8000, South Africa), 1977, price R4.95.

A popular book on the experience of a language
planner has appeared in South Africa, written in
Afrikaans, itself a language which has been signific-
antly shaped by language planning. Kobie Kruger
describes her experience at the Native Language
Bureau in Windhoek, South West Africa (Namibia)
and her fieldwork among the Nama, speakers of the
last remaining Hottentot language. She helped re-
duce Nama to writing, standardize and modernize
the language, and write the first school textbooks in
it. (Richard Wood)

NOW AVAILABLE - Languages and Linguistic
Policies in Black Africa: The Experience of Unesco
(in French) edited by Alfa Ibrahim Sow, Paris:
Nubia/Unesco, 1977.

For 25 years Unesco has been organizing con-
ferences and international seminars on the multiple
aspects of the problems posed by modernization
and the need for national languages in Africa. The
specialists consulted by Unesco during these years
describe the real difficulties that must be sur-
mounted, and they outline the ways in which the
systematic use of national languages will favor har-
monious development and avoid the uprooting of
cultures. (from ALSED Newsletter, April, 1977)
NOW AVAILABLE - Phonemes and Orthography:
Language Planning in Ten Minority Languages of
Thailand edited by William A. Smalley, Pacific
Linguistics, Australian National University,
Canberra, 1976.

In addition to extensive suggestions of ortho-
graphies for several Thai Minority Languages, this
volume includes a discussion of the needs for bilin-
gual education for these peoples as well as a discus-
sion of government policy in the face of linguistic
diversity.

NOW AVAILABLE -Advances in the Creation and
Revision of Writing Systems edited by Joshua A.
Fishman, Mouton, 1977.

This long-awaited volume is now available. On
addition to four articles of a theoretical nature by
Jack Berry, Valter Tauli, Richard L. Venezky and
S.I.A. Kotei, there are several other sections. There
are two articles on the creation of writing systems
and two on the revision of classical writing systems.
Two sections treat problems of the revision of mod-
ern writing systems differentiating those associated
with national political establishments and those
which are not.
NOW AVAILABLE - Reports of the Language
Policy Task Force of the World Council of Churches(Geneva, Switzerland).

The World Council of Churches has established
a language policy task force to consider language
problems within and between Council members.
This group has issued several reports, specifically in
1973, 1975, and 1976. A future issue of the LP News-
letter will carry a discussion of the activities of this
group.

NOW AVAILABLE - Méthodologie Générale de
I'Arabisation de Niveau: problémes linguistiques et

graphiques, la terminologie bilingue, techniques et
méthodes by Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazall, Institut
d'études et de recherches pour I'arabisation, Rabat,
Morocco, 1976, 119 pages.

In the first part of this monograph the author
classifies and critiques existing Arabic dictionaries
and wordlists from the point of view of control of

usage and indication of origin as important indices
of word-entries promoting Arabisation, or from the

point of view of modern or archaic usage. He re-
marks on the severe conflicts that obtain between
listed words and terms in current lists, he points to

terminological lacunae, and briefly discusses dif-
ficulties of borrowing, transliteration and formation
by neologisms. The first part of the book also dis-
cusses the spread of Arabic (to replace the colonial

language heritage) advocating particularly a mod-
ernization of teaching methods and a need to put
vowels in the written language to help with such
methods.

The second part of the book develops practical
solutions for the above-mentioned problem-areas
and strategies for, in particular, lexical enrichment
and coordination for Arabic in the Arab world.
(BjOrn H. Jernudd)

NOW AVAILABLE - Language Planning in
Tanzania-Focus on Kiswahili, by George A. Mhina,
Paris, Unesco, 1976, 56 pages.

Describes in considerable detail a language
situation that is largely unique in the world. The
author discusses the current language policy of the
Tanzanian Government, which is, in President
Nyerere's words, "to become bilingual in Kiswahili
and English." The paper contains a history of the
use and standardization of Kiswahili, a definition of
the concept of language engineering, a discussion
of the way new concepts are expressed in Kiswahili,
and a description of the use of Kiswahili in politics
and education. (from ALSED Newsletter, April, 1977)

Editor --Joan Ftubin
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East-West Center
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Dr. Joan Rubin
Dept. of Anthropology
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Although the models themselves are useful and
dichotomous, (or perhaps useful because
dichotomous), their identification with a similar
dichotomized model of developed vs. underde-
veloped is, I think, an unfortunate overgeneraliza-
tion and an unfair one at that. This is based on two
premises:

1) That in spite of a polity being economically and indus-
trially developed, it may have language problems that
require solution and treatment from the policy model
just as much as, if notmore so, than apolity not in the
modern industrialized society' bracket. This bracket
is, of course, a rather vague concept but could ex-
clude all polities outside the North American conti-
nent and Europe except Japan. Even therein, there are
of course nuances of industrial and economic de-
velopment. However, the important point here is that,
within these polities, there are languages at many
different levels of development which require both
policy and cultivation approaches. Except, of course,
if we emphasize the largely monolithic nations (Japan,
Germany) or those giving or having given themselves
a monolithic image linguistically and culturally
(Canada, France, United Kingdom, Spain), to name
just a few.

2) Taken on the level of language (code) and not on the
level of a polity, one cannot presume that a particular
code will not require at a particular moment, in time
and space, elements from both approaches for its

on-going development. Are we not, for an Aboriginal
language of Australia, or an Amerindian language of
Canada, concerned not only with aform of literacy but
also with the correctness of this form as well? Goinga

step further, can we not also include 'linguistic levels

concerning specialized functions' and 'constraints on
communicative capacity' connected with these func-
tions? Granted, the levels of specialization may be
fewer and the context either different or less complex
and the society simpler and (perhaps the greatest sin
of all, or some would sothink) not 'modern', butsuch a

language will nevertheless undergo processes from
both approaches at the same time, at different levels
of development, in the Ausbau process. This whole

process of language development is anything but

simple, and part of its complexity or multiplexity is due

to the varying contexts in which a code is to be found.
Rate of growth is, of course, also affected bythis same

context with its concomitant external influences -

political, social, economic, demographic and geog-
raphic. An outline of this growth can be found in a

forthcoming publication (Kloss, McConnell 1977).The

only languages purportedly not affected by this pro-
cess of inner and outer growth and unfoldment (and
even this is a somewhat gross generalization) are
those few, which are implanted in a largely unilingual
country, or if in a multilingual country, have attained a

monopolistic position with regard to their status. Even
in the above cases, one can argue for corpus planning
and development which is a reflection of the cultiva-
tion approach. If, however, the status of a language is

questioned -which is increasingly the case in alarge
number of developed western nations -then there is

inevitably a return to a policy approach and in some
cases, a dramatic return, as we will see below for
Canada, a nation which, less than two decades ago,
had no language policy or recognized language prob-
lems as such.

The above two language treatment approaches
may, in fact, form the basis of an important typology
of language treatment both from the policy and from
the code point of view. They have been named in
other times and places by different names but
largely comprise the same functions and concepts.
For example, Innovative and Conservative L.P. or
thefelicitous dichotomy named by H. Moss in 1969,
Status and Corpus L.P. An advantageof theseterms
is that they are unconnected with anysubjective and
evaluative measure of 'developed and underde-

veloped, modern or non-modern',and use as apoint
de repére the code itself in its social and

langue-parole dimensions. Further amplification of
the above could yet be given, but for lack of space,
we have come full circle and now turn to the case in

point, i.e. Language Treatment and Planning in
Canada.

From Theory to Practice
There may be nothing as valuable as a good

theory, but there may be nothing so practical as a
theory that works.Thediscussion abovetouched on
two treatment approaches: Policy and Cultivation.

Concerning the two official languages of Canada-

English and French - we have a clear case of a

rapprochement of the two approaches, more pre-
cisely, elements are being used from both treatment

systems. In the Policy approach, selection of a na-
tional language(s) and problems of allocation
and/or usage, and in the Cultivation approach, con-
cern for problems of correctness, specialized func-
tions and communication. The above 'mixed bag' is
not an atypical case; in fact, we have tried to bring
forth arguments above, indicating that it is rather
the rule, both on the polity and code levels in both

'developing' and 'developed' countries. In the case
of Canada, our main concern here is for French,
which is undergoing both a status and corpus
development, but, by far, the most important ele-
ment is the former or in terms of our treatment
model -the Policy approach, andyet, Canada is not

generally considered to be an underdeveloped
country and Québec Province, the heartland of the
'French fact' and French problem in spite of occa-

sional rumblings, enjoys the creature comforts of
North Americaas much as, and in some cases, more
than other parts of Canada.

The Beginning Stages or Posing the Problem

As outlined in the introductory statement above,

the only languages that are not going through this

double process of status and corpus change are

those that for a time reign supreme so that no lan-

guageproblem is visible or indeed even predictable.
This was thecase in Canada up until aboutthe early
1960's and was the case in many other western and

even eastern countriesup until just afewshortyears

ago. That is why so many countries with virtually no

language problems, and consequently no language
policy or planning, but a decade or two ago, are

(Continued on next page)
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today having to cope with serious ones. Such is

certainly the case for Canada. Language planning or

language problems per se were hardly recognized
as such even by thetime the first full scale language
commission -a Royal Commission on Bilingualism
and Biculturalism - got under way in 1963 to 'en-

quire into and report upon theexisting state of bilin-

gualism and biculturalism in Canada and to recom-
mend what steps should be taken to develop the
Canadian Confederation on the basis of an equal
partnership between the two founding races".

English-speaking Canadians, at that time, largely
regarded the Commission as an unnecessary intru-
sion or an expensive frivolity. Shortly thereafter lan-

guage planning with all its mechanisms of policy
decisions, implementation, coordination and evalu-
ation quickly came to the forefront from a one-time
or some-time-thing, to a full-time national preoccu-
pation if not a national obsession. Such is the situa-
tion today. The 'crisis', as it has been often called, is
centered around the often asked and seldom an-
swered question: "What does Québec want?", but
the question itself, although to the point, is a politi-
cally viseral one and is not focused directly on our

present concern of language planning. It has often
been claimed that 'language' is not the center of the

problem or crisis in Canada, that it is a purely politi-
cal problem, based on ethnic and cultural diversity,
with language playinga subsidiary role. It, of course,
includes all these elements, butfew would doubtthe
central role that language does play with all its con-
comitant ethnic, cultural and social dimensions.

Federal government's response to a rapidly de-

veloping language (and political) problem centering
on the status and viability of the French language,
not only in Québec, but in the country as a whole.
The result of this Commission was the setting up of
the first piece of language legislation known as the
Official Languages Act which was accepted and

passed by all political parties in parliament in Sep-
tember 1969. This piece of legislation foresaw:

1) the setting up of bilingual districts throughout the

country when warranted by minority language popu-
lation numbers, although this was never carried out,
cf. Duhamel and Fox Reports, 1971, 1975;

2) the creation of a post of Language Commissioner,
whose duties were to see a) that all Canadians were

properly served in the language of their choice in any
and all Federal government institutes and in Parlia-
ment and b) that Canadians working for the Federal
government would in no way be penalized because of
the particular official language group to which they
belonged. It did not necessarily follow that all persons
speaking French as a mother tongue could insist on
working in that language only, but it did allow, for a
classification of unilingual and bilingual posts. The
aim of the legislation was to officially create and sub-
sequently work toward a status of equilibrium for the
two official languages, and both languages were de-
clared officially equal. This meant in practical terms
that all government laws, acts, notices, etc. would be

printed in both languages and the external image as
well as services to the public would be in both lan-
guages. Finally, c) the Language Commissioner was
to prepare a yearly report, not to a minister of the
government, but to parliament. This allowed for open
criticism of the government language policies and
also for ayearly report of progress toward a status of
equality for the two official languages. Section 25 of
the Official Languages Act outlines the duties of the
Commissioner as follows:

It is the duty of the Commissioner to take all
actions and measures within his authority with a
view to ensuring recognition ofthe status ofeach of
the official languages and compliance with the
spirit and intent of this Act in the administration of
the affairs of the institutions of the Parliament and
Government of Canada and, for that purpose, to
conduct and carry out investigations either on his
owninitiative or pursuant to anycomplaintmade to
himand to report andmake recommendations with
respect thereto as provided in this Act.

.

A Short Description
Forthoseunfamiliar with Canada's internal polit-

ical structures, which, in turn, affect the structures
and mechanisms of language planning bodies, it

may be useful to mention the following facts.
Canada is a federation of ten provinces, each with
its own legislative and judicial bodies and has, in
addition, two adjoining Northern territories. The

provinces have sole control of all education and
are united under a central government with its
own legislative and judicial bodies at the federal
level. Therefore, language planning bodies as such
must operate either on the 1) federal level or 2)
provincial level, and for the latter, language plan-
ning efforts vary from province to province usually
in direct relationship to the size and importance of
the French-speaking community. The following dis-
cussion will be based on a number of important
aspects of language planning at the federal level
and a discussion in a future issue will cover the

provincial scene.

The Federal Level

As the Federal jurisdiction represents and is
found in all provinces, it was perhaps natural that
the first steps in formal language planning were
undertaken by the Federal government, in response
to a language problem that had arisen principally in
Québec province, the only province having a major-
ity of French-language speakers. The Royal Com-
mission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism was the

The Results

After eight years of language planning activities
at the Federal level, the Language Commissioner,
Keith Spicer, in his last and sixth Report, mentioned
an 80% success rate concerning the goals and ob-

jectives set out in the legislation, this in spite of
some false starts and new beginnings. Howeverthat

may be, the above legislation with regard to its final

objectives and relative successes could be looked at
from the following points of view:

1) Concerning equality of the two official languages, is
the public being served in the language of its choice?

In spite of afew grey areas, the answer is definitely
yes, and in the final count, the situation is radically
improved and quite positive as a whole.

.
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2) Are the powers of the Language Commissioner and
ultimately the power of the Official Languages Act
broad enough to promote both official languages in
all areas of the Federal Government including its
many agencies, departments and crown corpora-
tions?

The powers of the Commissioner are quite wide
concerning criticism (both verbal and written) of and
consultation with government officials and agencies
and include powers of investigation both within and
outside government. However, recently (1976), during
the airline pilots' and ground controllers' dispute in
the nationally run airline, (crown corporation), the
French language was temporarily disallowed by the
Minister of Transportation as a working language for
French mother tongue speakers, pending further in-
vestigation into the use and safety of bilingual air
control. This raised a storm of protest with broad polit-
ical repercussions which have not yet subsided and
which have, among other things, brought into ques-
tion the effectiveness of the Official Languages Act.
This whole problem touches on the following and
perhaps the most evasive and difficult point- that is
the allocation of language use in the work sphere.

3) Concerning equality of the two official languages, are
public servants of French mother tongue increasingly
using their language as a working language?
The answer seemsto be no. In addition, this seems

to be a point on which there has been a great deal of
misunderstanding as well as great expectations. Fi-
nally, it is a grey area, which probably more than any
other, typifies the negative aspect orfailure element in
the Federal government's language planning
program.

On June 23rd, 1970, the Prime Minister of
Canada endorsed the general recommendations of
the B & B Commission. In particular he predicted
that French would become more and more a lan-

guage of work in the Federal Public Service. In June
1973, the parliament adopted the Official Lan-

guages Resolution whichset out basic principles to

assist in the implementation of the Official Lan-

guages Act. The Act itself represented a general
statement of language policy or intention whereas
the Resolution set forth a plan of implementation
and coordination. The objectives of the resolution
were the same as in the Act, that is, based on: 1)
service to the public in the language of their choice

and 2) language of work in the Public Service, gen-

erally said to be in the 'language of the employee's
choice'. The latter was, however, more of a fiction

than a reality and involved a rather narrow interpre-
tation of the language of work', i.e. restricted to

bilingual geographic areas and concerned with

equal job opportunities irregard less of mother ton-

gue. In actual fact, the bilingual geographic areas
are composed mainly of French mother tongue

speakers, and it is these speakers that carry the

burden of work in both official languages. The crea-

tion en bloque of bilingual posts tended to solidify
this work habit. A monolingual or 'French essential'

post category was also created, but most of these

jobs (55%) fell into a lower echelon or 'operational'
category, whereas only 0.3% were of the highest or
'executive' category. Even of thesome 27,754 posts

filled in 1974 of 'French essential' candidates, only
75% of these were classified as French language of
work. Another 15% used both languages as lan-
guage of work and 4% had English as the language
of work. If the number of posts open to unilingual
French speakers is on the increase, they still repres-
ent a small proportion of the unilingual posts of-
fered to English speakers.

In orderto counterbalance this linguistically lop-
sided civil service and to follow up its Resolution of
1973, the Federal government instituted a massive
program for its employees of 1) language training, 2)
language testing and 3) language job classification
under the dual sponsorship of the Public Service
Commission, for training and testing, and the
Treasury Board, for policy and management. The
Resolution was well intentioned, but the results
were hardly encouraging and to many did not war-
rant the energy expended nor the heavy costs incur-
red. Because English-speaking employees were
largely monolingual, the burden of the program lay
on their heads and perhaps this led to the expres-
sion, which later became more generalized, of 'stuf-
fing French down our throats'. However, that may
be, and in spite of the fact that English-speaking
employees admittedly had some catching up to do
in their ability to speak the other official language,
the results obtained could hardly be shown for their
full worth, as most English-speaking employees,
once they had grasped a fundamental command of
the French language, were more often than not de-

prived of the chance of using it once they returned
to their jobs after language training which, as the

program went on, was extended in some case to
a full year.

The government, in recognition of the above
facts, announced in August 1975 further directives
on the language of work, including the setting up of
French work units within the national capital region
and directives on the translation and use of work
material. The French work units never got beyond
the experimental stage and became politically a
'bone of contention'.

Evaluation

Evaluation is an all important but subtle step in

language planning (Rubin 1971). Language plan-
ning in Canada at the Federal level went through an
initial period (1970-1974) of formation, in which

general policy wasfirst setdown and administrative
structures were created in order to implement arid
coordinate the carrying out of this policy. During
this period, the only administrative instrument
available at regular intervals for the evaluation of
this policy was in the Office of the Language Com-
missioner, who had at his disposal: 1) A Complaints
Service and 2) A Special Studies Service. Although
this represented an invaluable instrument of eval-
uation, a global and general evaluation could only
be made in the last count by the government itself

involving both politicians and upper administration
as well as independent specialists. Such an eval-

(Continued on next page)
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uation wascarried out byagroup of such specialists
for the government, and their report was made
available in August 1976 (cf. Bibeau Report 1976). In
the light of this report, which was quite critical of the
present lingustic policy, the government has, forthe
past year, been going through an important period
of study and reflection in order to adjust its aim'.
Some tentative conclusions can be drawn concern-
ing future probable initiatives:

1) There will be a greater emphasis on the language of
work concerning French in bilingual geographic
areas and especially in Québec province.

2) The number of French language employees will con-
tinue to increase until they arrive at an equitable rep-
resentation

3) Massive bilingual programs, especially aimed at
monolingual English-speaking employees, will be re-
duced in size and become more selective.

4) The Secretary of State will continue, through its lan-
guage and cultural promotion programs, to finance:
a) second language teaching in primary and secon-
dary schools in the other official language and b)
official minority language' conservation for pupils at
the primaryand secondary level, as well as support for
teacher training institutes and teachers in official
minority language areas.

The second period (1975-1978) will have been a
critical period of evaluation, both of the overall
goals or general policy as such, as well as the most
effective means at arriving at these goals. There are
really two language-type policies - one of inten-
tions (general policy) and the other of means (work-
ing policy), and both are being critically examined
and reevaluated at the Federal level.

Although policy and language planning has al-
ways gone ahead at the Federal level on its own
initiative, it cannot ignore norbe politically innocent
of policy and planning that is and has been going on
in Québec province and in other parts of Canada
over approximately thesame period of time. Recent
events seem to indicate that such has not been the
case. In June 1977, the Parliament of Canada pro-
posed eight main principles as the oasis of its Offi-
cial Languages Policy, now called the Federal Lan-
guage Charter. This is part arid parcel of the
'reorientation' program announced in October 1976
by the government and will include a redefinition of
its policies within the Civil Service by the end of this
year. Oneof the main principles outlined, isthe right
of all Canadians to have their children taught in the
official language of their choice. It is stated further
that facilities should be made available for this
whenever there is a sufficient demand 'except in
special circumstances'. Although the Federal
government seemswilling to recognize Québec as a
special case, the principle is diametrically opposed
to the presently proposed policy as formulated by
the (separatist) government of Québec. Language
policy there is presently and increasingly oriented
towards French unilingualism in that province. As

i The official minority language is English in Québec province
and French in all other provinces.

we shall see in a following article, this is based on
the Québec government claim that French is a
threatened, dominated and weak language. Weak in
a relative sense, of course, in terms of the omni-
present English language on the North American
continent. Nor do French speakers feel the question
should be posed in termsof mere survival, rather it is
a question of the full blossoming or unfolding of the
French language and culture within the present or
new political structures.

Latest Developments
More recently, Canadians have been passing

through a period of evaluation and rapid change in

language planning. In the past four months, two
proposed language charters have appeared -first
in the form of Bill 1, otherwise known as the 'Charte
de la langue francaise au Québec' and, more re-
cently, the new Federal Language Charter. The lat-
ter seems to explicitly recognize the difficult situa-
tion of the French language and the particular need
for future language planning and protection in
Québec. It also explicitly recognizes the weak posi-
tion of the French language outside of Québec and
calls for a united provincial-federal effort, especially
in the other provinces, to bolster its present posi-
tion.

In the present political juncture, the burden of

responsibility falls heavily on the provincial gov-
ernments for their luke-warm support of language
planning programs. There have been improve-
ments, but they have been timid. The historically
unilingual and melting-pot image has stuck or has
been remarkably persistant on the provincial level.
French can no longer be treated either nationally or
provincially as 'just another language'. Its political
weight is already being felt. Whether its influence
will expand until it takes its just place in the Cana-
dian federation or whether it will be confined
perhaps precariously in Québec, in an independent
state, is the question at the heart of the present
political battle arid, of course, at the heart of lan-
guage planning itself.
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CALL FOR PAPERS - Language Planning
Commission, AILA (International Congress of
Applied Linguistics)
The language planning commission was

formed on August 4 with Joan Rubin as con-
vener and the establishment of the following
committees: (1) Language Planning Theory,
(2) Implementation and Evaluation, (3) Lan-
guage Planning in Specific Societal Spheres,
and (4) The Socio-Political and Economic Con-
text of Language Planning. Since the next
Congress will be held in Montreal, an addi-
tional committee was formed, Language Plan-
fling in Canada. The next meeting of AILA will
be in Montreal, August 21-26,1978. A summary
(500-1,000 words) should be submitted by Sep-
tember 30, 1977 to:

Jacques D. Girard
Secretary General of the 1978 AILA Congress
University of Montreal
Box 6128, Station "A"
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 3J7

Please indicate commission and committee
to Prof. Girard.

CONFERENCE: Colloque International de
Terminologie

The Regie de la langue francaise will hold an
international conference on terminology in Pointe-
au-Pic, Quebec, Canada, from October 2 to 7, 1977.
The conference is expected to have some 150 world
experts in attendance. The program will be divided
into 2 groups, one concentrating on the topics of
terminology and translation, and terminology, in-
formation sciences and documentation; and the
other concentrating on terminology and linguistics
and terminology, science and technology. Further
information can be obtained from:

Colloque international de terminologie
Regie de la langue francaise
A 'attention de M. Pierre Auger
700 boul, Saint-Cyrille est
Quebec, Canada GIR 5A9

I

SYMPOSIUM: Problem of Education in the
Mother Tongue in a Sub-region of Africa

This Symposium was organized by Unesco and
held in Dakar from June 14-18, 1976 at the Head-

quarters of the Regional Office for Education in Af-

rica. Items on the agenda included the following:

Descriptions of national experiences in the renewal
of educational systems in Africa and the use of
mother tongues, Linguistic Problems associated
with the use of language in education, The educa-
tional and technical problems of teaching in the

mother tongue, Educational research and practice
at the national, regional or international level, and

Regional and international cooperation on prob-
lems of teaching in the mother tongue. The meeting
ended with a series of recommendations of support
for: linguistic research geared to practical pur-
poses, educational research proper, regional and

international cooperation and informing public
opinion.

CONFERENCE: Lexicography
A conference on lexicography and a meeting of

the Society for the Study of Dictionaries and Lex-
icography was held at Indiana State University,
Terre Haute, Indiana from June 9 toll, 1977. Papers
and discussions were to be around the following
topics: reports on dictionaries in progress, histori-
cal collections and studies in lexicographic history,
lexicographic theory and practice, attitudes toward
dictionaries and the use of dictionaries. The confer-
ence was coordinated by:

J. E. Gates

Dept. of English and Journalism
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana 47809

WORKSHOP: The Policy and Implementation of
Bahasa Malaysia in the Liniversiti Sains Malaysia

A workshop on the policy and implementation of
Bahasa Malaysia at the Universiti Sains Malaysia
was held in Penang, Malaysia on January 7-8, 1977.
Papers discussing specific problems were given by
the following disciplines: pharmacy; physical sci-
ences; applied sciences; biological sciences;
humanities; social sciences; chemistry; mathema-
tics; education; housing, building and planning;
and library sciences. Recurrent problems isolated
were: the need for technical terminology, the need
for more personnel to create terminology, the need
for standardization of terminology, lack of time to
write materials, specific problems in translating
foreign texts, lack of adequate monetary compensa-
tion for textbook writers, difficulty of switch-over to
Malay for former English medium teachers, and lack
of books in Malay. The workshop also came with
several suggestions as to how to resolve some of
these problems. In particular, the library science
scholars suggested that writers should be given
grants to travel to collect materials, to carry out
projects or experiments, to buy materials and the
like. The workshop seemed to get down to the
basics of implementing the current Malay policy to

spread the use of the language throughout the
school system. Information about this conference
can be obtained from:

Lim Huck Tee
Librarian
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Penang, Malaysia

THE EAST-WEST CENTER is a national educational

institution established in Hawaii by the U.s. Congress in

1960 to promote better relations and understanding
between the United States and the nations of Asia and

the Pacific through cooperative study, training, and

research. Each year more than 1,500 men and women

from many nations and cultures work together in

problem-oriented institutesoron "open" grants asthey
seek solutions to problems of mutual consequence to

East and West. For each Center participant from the

United States, two participants are sought from the

Asian and Pacific area. The U.S. Congress provides
basic funding for programs and avariety ofawards, and

the Center is administered bya public, nonprofit corpo-
ration with an international Board of Governors.

1777 East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii, 96848
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Linguistic and Socio-Demographic Factors
Influencing the Acceptance of Hebrew
Neologisms - Yaffa AlIony-Fainberg, Haifa

University, Haifa, Israel, 1977.

In Memoriam - Eugen Wüster

On March 29, 1977, Prof. Eugen Wüster, scien-
tific director of Infoterm passed away. Although in-
terested in many disciplines, language planners will
remember him for his work in terminology, classifi-
cation and documentation. In particular, Prof.
Wüster felt that professional communication could
only be improved if technical terminology were de-
veloped as an adequate instrument. For this pur-
pose he considered it necessary that (1) internation-
ally standardized principles for terminology work be
elaborated, (2) an international center for the coor-
dination of terminology work and terminological
documentation be established and (3) for purposes
of research and teaching at universities that a gen-
eral theory of terminology be developed as a special
branch of applied linguistics. On the instigation of
the Soviet Union, Prof. Wüster's book International
Standardization of Technical Terminology,
published in 1931, served as the impetus for the
establishment of the Technical committee 37 "Ter-
minology" within the International Standards As-
sociation (ISA). After World War II, and upon Prof.
Wüster's instigation Technical Committee TC 37
"Terminology" (principles and coordination) of the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
was established in 1951 continuing the tasks set
forth for ISA 37.

In order to prove the applicability of these ter-
minological and lexicographical principles and to
gain experience Prof. Wüster elaborated a dictio-
nary entitled The Machine Tool. The dictionary,
whichappeared in 1968, wasto serve as a model for
future multilingual dictionaries. Another matter of
great concern to Prof. Wüster wasthe dissemination
of standardized terminologies. His Bibliography of
Monolingual Scientific and Technical Glossaries.
Volume I National Standards, a collection of stan-
dardized vocabularies, was published by Unesco in
1955. Prof. Wüster wastheguiding force behind the
establishment of Infoterni (the International Infor-
mation Centre for Terminology) and until his death
functioned as its honorary scientific director.

Perhaps Wüster's highest contribution to lan-
guage planning is embodied in the elaboration of a
"General Theory of Terminology" as an interdisci-
plinary field of linguistics, logic, ontology, infor-
mation sciences and subject fields. Not well-known
outside the European sphere of language planning,
Prof. WOster has left an immense legacy which will
only begin to be appreciated as more and more
countries struggle with problems of technical ter-
minology.

.

This dissertation is an attempt to evaluate some

language planning products in Israel. In particular, it
examined 25 terms published by the Academyof the
Hebrew Language, the official language planning
agency, in the years 1972-74 with respect to know-

ledge, usage and attitudes toward these terms by a

sample of respondents. Five linguistic qualities
were defined: (1) length of pronunciation time, (2)
time of creation (before or after the establishment of
the State), (3) register, (4) degree of semantic load-

ing on the root, and (5) number of verbal conjuga-
tions formed from the root. Asample of 300 respon-
dents was drawn from a middle-class suburb in Is-
rael, thought to be typical of the middle-class. The
results indicate that demographic qualities were

clearly related to the acceptance of the neologisms.
Younger people were more open to novelty, more
aware of neologisms, and knew and used more

neologisms. Females knew more neologisms than
males. People with more education knew and used
more neologisms than people with less education.
All subgroups claimed to be aware of many more
words than they claimed to know, and claimed to
know more than they could identify. As to linguistic
qualities, the study suggests that length of

neologism does not affect acceptance. Newer
words were more widely accepted than older ones.
The studyalso showed that there may be an optimal
number of meanings associated with the root. With
up to 5 meanings there was a rise in acceptance, but
from 6 to 9 meanings there was a slight decrease.

Acceptance dropped precipitously when the
number of meanings reached 10 or more. A similar
phenomenon was observed with the number of verb

conjugations built on a root, as terms whose roots

appear in more conjugations were accepted less
than terms whose roots appear in fewer conjuga-
tions.

Towards an Integrated Theory of Language
Planning (With Special Emphasis on Africa)- C.J.
Emeka Okonkwo, SUNY, Buffalo, N.Y.

This is a recent doctoral dissertation. The major
chapters include a selective survey of current trends
and tendencies in language planning and explores
some of the issues and problems that have preoc-
cupied LP scholars, a presentation of the impor-
tance of functional analysis in LP, a discussion of
language decision making exemplified by principles
of such decision making in sub-Saharan Africa, and
an exploration of the implementation of language
decisions again using illustrations from sub-
Saharan Africa.

The Standardization of American English -
Andres Gallardo, Dept. of Linguistics, SUNY,
Buffalo, N.Y.

This dissertation is in the process of being re-
searched. Mr. Gallardo will examine the process of
standardization of American English using the tradi-
tion of the Prague School which was updated and 41refined by Paul Garvin. Plans to look at the processthroughout the periods of the 19th and 20th cen-tu ries.
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